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ABSTRACT
SuperNu[1] is a Monte Carlo (MC) radiation transport code for
simulating light curves of explosive outflows from supernovae. The
MC transport step is domain replicated. To enable scaling on next-
generation HPC systems, we are implementing the recursive coor-
dinate bisection approach of domain decomposition for the opacity
calculation. Then, we plan to propagate the decomposition to other
steps in the simulation and construct a communication infrastruc-
ture to support the decomposition. In this poster we demonstrate
the results of two communication schemes: the Improved KULL
and Improved Milagro algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supernovae are massive explosions of stars, concluding their evo-

lutionary track. The long-term result of such events is a cloud of
gas called a nebula, such as the one shown in Fig.1.

SuperNu was developed to study the aftermath of these events.
The intent of the code is to efficiently produce light curves and
spectra for multidimensional problems within subject matter.

The previous opacity calculation had the domain decomposed
into strips. If it was applied to the transport step, there would likely
be needlessly high communication between the ranks, as photons
are less likely to stay in the part of the domain attributed to any one
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Figure 1: Crab Nebula pictured above was formed as result of
a supernova

rank. To avoid such high communications, the particle transport in
SuperNu replicated the whole domain at each rank which brought
expensive memory footprints.

To simulate large problems, a new approach had to be taken, to
avoid the full replication, which in turn posed an MPI communica-
tion challenge.

2. METHODS AND RESULTS
We addressed this challenge by implementing a domain decom-

position that can preserve the locality of data. To use this new de-
composition, we built new MPI communication infrastructures into
the SuperNu, utilizing the Improved KULL algorithm and the Im-
proved Milagro algorithms.
Our domain decomposition method is based on the recursive co-

ordinate bisection algorithm. The algorithm recursively takes the
longest side(2D) of the spatial domain and divides the domain into
two sections until the number of sub-domains is equal to the num-
ber of processes. The resulting sub-domains may have different
sizes, trying to optimize for the condition given previously. An
example is shown in Fig.2.

We had to address both particle-passing between rank-assigned
sub-domains and completion messages in a domain-decomposed
scheme. The Improved KULL algorithm uses non-blocking com-
munications for processors to exchange particles with neighbors
which are also ready to communicate. [2]



Figure 2: RCB decomposed domain, where each colored patch
represents a domain assigned to a single rank

Figure 3: Non-blocking exchange, Improved KULL[2]

Figure 4: Binary tree pattern of Improved Milagro[2]

The Improved Milagro uses a binary tree communication pattern
(Fig.4). Short messages passing, such as the asynchronous parti-
cles completed messages, perform better in this pattern.[2]

We showed how SuperNu behaves with different run conditions.
There are four variable parameters in SuperNu we tested on: num-
ber of particles, number of wavelength groups, size of the grid, and
the number of time steps. The line graph represents the overall
time it takes to finish a given simulation with one of the before-
mentioned variables. The stacked bar graph shows the times for
every step for each simulation. This enabled us to identify compu-
tationally expensive steps within our simulations for us to optimize.
The performance of SuperNu on latest Intel Xeon Phi Knights Land-
ing will be included soon.

Figure 5: benchmarking SuperNu performance on IvyBridge
clusters

3. CONCLUSIONS
The domain decomposition method based on recursive coordi-

nate bisection algorithm helps SuperNu to simulate on larger do-
mains. To pass Monte Carlo particles between the resulting sub-
domains, we explored the Improved KULL and Improved Milagro
algorithms. These algorithms employ non-blocking message pass-
ing to allow computation during MPI communication. We tested
the new domain-decomposed SuperNu implementation on LANL’s
local clusters and Blue Waters supercomputer.
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